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COVID-19  infection is an actual challenging  public health condition. Italy is fighting hard against 

the virus outbreak. Although infants seem to be spared by the infection, vertical transmission 

cannot be surely ruled out. Italian neonatologists demonstrated great attention regarding to 

Neonatal Emergency Transport Service (NETS) involving newborns infected or suspected for 

COVID-19 infection; in particular, the Neonatal Transport Study Group of the Italian Society of 

Neonatology (SIN) and a group of neonatologists from the Veneto region recently published 

recommendation for this highly specific condition 1, 2 establishing criteria for the safe transport of 

suspected-confirmed infection in the neonatal age. During the first days of the crisis our attention 

pointed to establish the effective dressing policy for NETS team members, to standardize 

operational procedures involving spoke hospitals of our network area and to adapt ambulance and 

devices, if necessary, to specific COVID-19  transport. 1-5 We can affirm that at moment there are 

no problems to fulfill these specific active procedures. Internal Gaslini procedures established that 

each out-born transported newborn must be labeled as COVID-19 positive until a negative swab 

was available, thus entailing that in the clinical practice each neonatal transport now is a COVID-19 

positive transport. The first COVID-19 transport was performed by our NETS on date March 18. To 

May 14 we performed a total of 24 COVID-19  transports. By a retrospective analysis, a previously 

totally ignored fact emerged clearly. In the figure the time distribution sequence of a pre-COVID-

19 standard transport was drafted. Median time to complete a transport in our regional 

organization was about 120 minutes, from the hospital call asking  for the transport to the end of 

the transport, i.e., the admission of the transported newborn in Neonatal Intensive Care Unit  

(NICU).  Times of actual COVID-19 transports (figure) were reviewed. The figure clearly 

demonstrated that all the newly introduced procedures to perform a safe COVID-19 transport 

impacted widely on total transport time. Dressing and undressing procedures, ambulance and 

device disinfection are the most involved, although the need to obtain further clinical 

documentation and the difficulty to perform usual clinical stabilization procedures wearing 

uncomfortable individual protective devices are involved also. As the figure demonstrated, the 

total median time of a COVID-19 transport redoubled, accounting now at around 240 minutes. 

This is a dramatic result. In Italy the COVID-19 lockdown following by the introduction of a great 

number of previously non-expected procedures started at the beginning of March. Although at the 

moment of writing this letter the Italian Government began to reduce restrictions, it is not 

predictable when it will be possible to obtain normality. Political media affirmed that a such 

situation could be prolong to the end of 2020. Last year our ”on-call” NETS performed a total of 
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312 transports; even excluding about 100 back-transport we performed during 2019, thus 

calculating around 200 transport per year, and considering the double time now occurring for a 

single transport, one must imagine an annual task that in working time might correspond to about 

400-450 transports per year. It is bearable to deal with a so enlarged amount of activity. We 

believe that it is very important to introduce new and effective procedures to fight the COVID-19 

outbreak, but it is likewise, if more, important to evaluate the real impact these procedures 

produce to avoid to cause further unexpected problems and difficulties.  
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Figure Legend. 

Impact on Neonatal Emergency Transport time work by COVID-19 outbreak. 
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